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THE KU KLUX KLAN.
CHAPTER I.
The south at the Close of the Civil War.
To appreciate the strange chapter in American history
entitled the "Ku Klux Klan" , the social, economic and political
conditions at the South during the reconstruction period should
"be thoroughly understood. This Klan must "be studied in its re-
lation to the peculiar bacX ground furnished "by the civil war,
tor; "The Ku Klux Klan was the outgrowth of peculiar conditions,,
social, civil and political, which prevailed at the South from
1865 to I869. It was as much a product of those conditions as
malaria is of a swamp and sunheat."
Society had gone thru a general upheaval during the
civil war, and now things were settling down to quiet again. The
general disposition of the South, after the surrender of Lee's
( 2)
army, April ninth, I865 was to accept the arbitrament which the
North had won over them, but there were some changes that ranlcled
in the southern mind, and made conditions unbearable. The social
life, especially in the "border states, had suffered greatly. In
these states sentiment was greatly divided in respect to the war,
(3)
and the conflict had assumed a fratricidal character. Of Tenn-
essee, in particular was this true, neighborhoods and families
fell asunder, and furnished armed supporters to both sides.
(1) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K..,. .50.
(2) Division and Reunion, 237.
(3) Dunning, Recon. , 8.
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This state of affairs placed the social factor in a more promi-
nent position than the economic and political factors*. "Further
South, in the heart of the Confederacy, the cotton states proper,
chaos was universal, and no one factor could "be placed above
another.
^
For the young men returning from the excitement of army
service, a period of enforced inactivity followed that was par-
ticularly trying. They could not engage at once in "business or
professional pursuits. In the case of many men, "business hafcits
were completely "broken up^ and few had the money to enter mercan-
tile or agricultural enterprises.. There was a total lack of
amusements and social diversion.. Society had not returned to
its normal condition, and life in the ravaged southern cities
and towns was humdrum.
Beside social readjustment, the statesmen had a serious
economic and political problem to solve.. The war had left in
none of the re"bel states either an economic organization that
would carry on the ordinary operations of production, or a polit-
ical organization that could hold society together. -3)
The commercial systems had been almost entirely "broken
up "by the ravages of the war. The capital of even the most well-
to-do had suffered greatly, so that few had the money with which
to undertake an enterprise. In places where the negroes had
(1) Dunning,Recon. , 10. Fleming, D.H., I, 11.
(2) For survey of social conditions see, Fleming D.H. II, 265-28^
(3) Dunning, Recon. , 10.
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remained at work there was an abundance of food. But along the
"border lines the policy of emancipation was systematically carriec
out, with the result that the "blades left their v/orlc without a
thought of the wasted crops, and either wandered aimlessly about,
or hung idly around the Union camps. 'This desertion on the
part of their former slaves forced many families, that previously
lived in luxury, to perform all menial taslcs in orcier to gain the
simplest Kind of a living. The commissary department of the Union
army came to the rescue of many families that otherwise would
(2;
have suffered.
Railroads and "bridges had "been destroyed; the factories
had "been "burned; the confederate and state securities and currency
which represented a great portion of Southern capital, had lost
all their value.. Notwithstanding all this, if the entire popu-
lation, "black as well as white, could have gone bacK to the old
methods of production, the situation would probably have righted
itself in a short time. But race antagonism prevented this, and
an intense social and political struggle ensued "before affairs
returned to their normal state.
The problem of civil government in each state was re-
sponsible for much that was most distressful in the southern
situation. Many of the old political institutions had been
destroyed. Bad governments, corrupt and incompetent officials,
(1) Dunning, Recon. , £1.
pierce, Preedrnan's Bureau, studies III, Ch. I.
(2) Am. Annual cyclop., 1865, 393*

and bad advice to the negro population were factors constantly
( 1
)
irritating the "better class of the people* '
President Lincoln had taken up the subject of restoring
civil government in the seceded states with his usual conserva-
tism and caution. He "based his policy on the "belief that in
every state there was an element still loyal to the Union. He
expected this element to rise to the surface as the military
power of the Confederacy was overcome, and to then form a govern-
ment which the federal government would recognize.. Until then,
as the Union forces gained ground in the respective states, the
president appointed military governors, whose express duty it was
to stimulate the reappearance of the loyal element in the popula-
f 2)
tion. ' Mr. Lincoln finally "became convinced that the loyal popu-
lation existing in each state was too small to form a working "body
Accordingly he issued his proclamation of December S, 1863, offer-
ing pardon and the restoration of property to all who would take
a prescribed oath. He further announced, that in any of the
seceded states, except Virginia, such organizations as might be
effected by the citizens taking the oath would be reorganized
if that number of citizens taking the oath should equal one
no
tenth of the voting population in the state in 1860.
In 1865 President Johnson took up the work where Mr.
Lincoln had left off. president Johnson made a change in the
(1} Fleming, D.H., 11, 333.
(2) Dunning, Recon.
,
Hosner, Outcome of Civil War,XXI, 13^.
(3) Dunning, Recon., lM-13.. Richardson Messages and papers ,VI ,310
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oath in regard to the granting of amnesty to certain classes.
His proclamation which went into effect May twenty-ninth, 1865,
differed from Mr. Lincoln's in demanding an unqualified, instead
of a qualified pledge to support all laws, and decrees touching
slavery, and it excluded from the privilege of amnesty six classes
of persons in addition to those Mr. Lincoln excepted, provisional
governors were installed in the southern states,, and they pro-
ceeded to organize the state governments. By the end of the year
I865 the provisional governors had "been relieved of their offices
in all the states out Texas, and the civil governments that had
"been organized under their direction were in the full exercise of
their functions.
President Johnson had little sympathy for the radical
(3)
wing of the Union party.. Their aims included the proscription
of the Confederate leaders, extensive confiscation of plantations
in the south, the enfranchisement of the freedman, and the post-
ponement of political reorganization in the states till the con-
tinued ascendency of the Union party was assured. ^
The congress which met on December fourth, I865, con-
tained out a small delegation of democrats. The radicals of the
unionist party immediately took the lead, and created a committee
(1)Plcming, D.H.., I, 168
Richardson, Messages and papers, VI, 310.
(2) Dunning, Re con. , M-l.
(3) Rhodes, U.S.., V, 521.
(4-) Fleming, D.H.
,
I, I37-153.
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of fifteen on the condition of the states of the late Confederacy
with the authority to report whether or not any of the said
states were entitled to be represented in either house of con-
(1)
gress. This act was an assertion of the right of congress to
a decisive voice in the matter.
While the committee was at work, southern leaders in
congress attempted to inflame the northen mind with assertions,
that the southern legislatures, even though they had ratified the
thirteenth amendment, which abolished slavery, were enacting laws
which preserved the substance, though avoided the name of slavery
The North greatly objected to these laws, which they termed the
"black codes." Said the Chicago Tribune, MWe tell the white men
of Mississippi that the men of the North will convert the state
of Mississippi into a frog-pond before they will allow any such
laws to disgrace one foot of soil over which the flag of freedom
ii
(2)
waves."
The "blacic codes" were represented by their enemies
to be the expression of a deliberate purpose by the southerners
to nullify the results of the war, and to re-establish slavery.
This impression gained wide acceptance in the North.^ Vhe author!
of these codes denied this was their purpose.. They said that it
was merely a straightforward attempt to bring some sort of order
out of the social and economic chaos which a full acceptance of
(1) Rhodes, U.S., V, 5^5.
(2) As quoted by Garner, Recon. in Miss., 115.
(3) Dunning, Recon., 57.
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the results of the war and emancipation involved. 1 1
Tne radicals seeking to retard the restoration of the
southern states, until the report of the committee of fifteen
(2)
was in, presented the second Freedman's 3ureau Bill. This,
President Johnson vetoed. Hext the civil rights Dill was intro-
ducedl^' The substance of this "bill was that the North would in-
sist upon equal rights to all citizens. Mr. Johnson vetoed the
"bill March 27, 1866. The president maintained that the hill em-
"bodied an unheard of intrusion on the federal government withi>'
the sphere of the states, and was a stride toward central izationlf'
The senate passed the hill over the president's veto on April
(5)
sixth. This veto made an irreparable "breach "between the presi-
dent and congress.
On the last day of April, the committee of fifteen
whose organization was previously mentioned, gave their report on
conditions in the south, and submitted a plan of reconstruction.
The measures reported "by the committee were, first, a proposition
for a fourteenth amendment of the constitution; second, a "bill
providing that when this amendment, would become a law any of the
rebel states which ratified it might have representatives in con-
gress; third, a "bill declaring ineligible to any office in the
(1) Fleming, D.H.
. ,
I, 247. Rhodes, U.S., V, 556.
(2) Cong. Globe 39 Cong. ,. Sees. , 129.
(3) Fleming, D.H., I, 197.
('4) Richardson, Messages & Papers, VI,. 405.
(5) Mcpherson, Hist, of Recon.., 81. Rhodes, U*S.s
, V, 58*;.
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federal government certain classes of high officials of the
Confederacy, ^fhe amendment providing that "all persons "born or
naturalized in the United states, and subject to the jurisdiction
thereof, " citizens "both of the United states and of the several
states of their residence; providing for a reduction of the con-
gressional representation of any state that should withhold the
franchise from any male citizen of the voting age; excluding from
federal office the most prominent servants of the Confederacy
until congress should pardon them , and invalidated all debts or
obligations "incurred in aid of insurrection or rebellion against
the United States" was finally passed June thirteenth, 1866, and
stands as the Fourteenth Amendment to the constitution. The two
bills reported with the proposed amendment were not pushed to
enactment. At the thirty^ninth congress in December, 1866, many
of the moderate men in congress ,. exasperated with the southerners
joined the radicals in projects for an entirely new plan of re-
construction. They announced their purpose to insist on the de^-
s truetIon of the existing state governments in the South, and on
(2)
reorganization thru negro suffrage.' March twenty- third, 1867,.
a reconstruction bill became a law, providing in detail for the
process through which the military commanders were to bring about
the organization of new governments, and the restoration of the
(3 )
states. ; 'The southern states were divided into five military
(1) . House Reports, 39 Cong., 1 Sess., Ho. 30.
(2) . Cong. ,Globe,, 39 Cong. , 2 sess. , 250.
(3) . Fleming, D.H. , I, *K)7.
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districts with a general in command of each. By the strict regu-
lation of the voting and the voters, this legislation insured the
creation of new states in the south, with electorates and govern-
ments conformed to the will of congress. As a matter of fact
military rule under the Federal authority was at)out the only form
of government that could have maintained order at this time.
The "bitterness of the whites with regard to negro suffrage would
probably have caused disturbances "beyond the power of the civil
officers to suppress.
By the spring of 1868 the work of the constitutional
conventions, provided for under the congressional reconstruction
policy, was completed in nearly all the states. The party, how-
ever, which triumphed in framing these constitutions was no other
than the freedmen, led "by a small number of northern whites,, tke
( 2
)
so-called "carpet-baggers 1.' The native whites who united with
these were called "scalawags." negroes and carpet-baggers pre-
dominated in all positions of political power..
It was inevitable that the former ruling element would
raise a protest against their subjection to the freedmen and the
northerners. This protest tooK the form of organizations directec
against the unwelcome element, and especially against the "Union"
or "Loyal Leagues." These leagues were composed of the disorderly
element of the negro population and were led and controlled "by
white men of the "basest, meanest type. SJ They made, an^ often exe-
(14 Dunning, Recon. , 109.
(2) Dunning, Recon., 116.
(3) Fleming, Civil war and Recon., in 01., XVI.
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cuted the most violent threats against the persons, families and
property of men, whose sole crime was, that they had "been in the
confederate array.. It was against this sort of thing that the
whites organized themselves. The name hy which the entire move-
ment was sometimes designated, out which in reality applied to
only one of the many organizations, formed on the same or similar
principles was the "Ku Klux Klan.
"
W.G. Brown, in his book the "lower South in American!
History," says, "We may, I think, forbear argument and take it
for granted that the Ku Klux Klan movement was an outcome of the
conditions that prevailed in the Southern states after the war..
II was too widespread, too spontaneous, too clearly a -popular
movement to "be attributed to any one man or to any conspiracy of
a few men. It was no man 1 s cont±ivance hut an historical develop'
ment.. As such, it must he studied against the hack ground of a
( 1
)
disordered society and a "bewildered people.
"
v
General J.B. Gordon, and influential member of the Klan
in Georgia said, "I Know very well if the program which our people
saw set on foot at Appomattox Court House had "been carried out-
if our people had "been met in the spirit which we "believe existed
there among the. officers and soldiers, from General Grant down-
we would have had no disturbance in the South. "^ 2 ^ General Gordons
statement, as one of the leading democrats, may he taken as the
general attitude taken "by that party..
(1^ Brown,Lower South in Am. Hist..,, 195.
(2) Fleming, D.H. „ii, 3^-0.
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To the scalawag the conditions looked very different..
One of them expresses his opinions something liKe this; when the
war was over the southern people had no idea, while they expected
slavery to he abolished, that their slaves were to "be made their
political equals.. When the southerner discovered this to he the
case, he denounced the whole reconstruction policy as a tyranniaa]
usurpation; the government as a usurped governments and every
officer as a mean, tyrannical usurper- a government that placed
negroes over white men, and made vrtiite men subject to negro rule,'
Constantly Keeping these few facts in mind, it will he
easier to understand how many people supposed from the very first
that, the Ku KLux Klan movement was conceived in malice, prejudice
and hate. All the circumstances which "brought the order into
notice were of a character as to favor such conclusions*
(1) Fleming, D.H.., II, 339.
L
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CHAPTER II.
The Origin and Early Organization.
The "birthplace of the organization designated as the
Ku Klux Elan,. was at pulaslci, Tennessee/ 1 ^ puiaslci is the capi-
tal of Giles, one of the southern tier of counties in middle
Tennessee.it was a town of about three thousand inhabitants, and
previous to the war the majority of its citizens possessed wealth
and culture* The wealth was lost in the general wreckage of the
war, hut the culture was retained. The most careful study of
the inhabitants fails to disclose a trace of the diabolism which,
according to the popular idea, one would expect to find character-
izing the people among whom the Ku Klux Klan originated. It was
a town of churches. In this peaceful town there began a movement
which, in a short time,, spread as far north as Virgina, and as
far south as Texas, and attracted the attention of the civilized
world., puiaslci continued to he the central seat of authority for
the Klan during the entire period of its organized existence.
It is necessary in order to have a clear understanding
of the movement, to observe that the history of the Klan is marxed
"by two distinct and well defined periods. The first period covers
the time from its origin, the spring of 1866, to the summer of
f 2
)
I867. The second period extends from the summer of 1867 to the
(3)
date of its dishandraent,. in the early part of the year 1869.
(1) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 50.
(2) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K.
, 52.
(3) Ku Klux Reports, XIII, 3-35.
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This chapter will deal entirely with the first period of the Klan
which, although it contains "but little of general interest, is de-
scribed somewhat minutely "because of the hearing it has on the
Elan's subsequent development.
One evening in the late spring of 1866, a few of pulas™
Ki»s young men met in the office of one of the prominent lawyers,
Judge Thomas M. Jones, father of one of the young men. In the
course of the conversation one of the number said, "Boys, let us
get up a cluh or society of some description." (^The suggestion
was discussed with enthusiasm as a possible "breaK in the monoton-
ous existence they were leading. They agreed to invite others,
whose names were mentioned,, and to meet again the next night in
the same place, so the cluo materialized, and a number of young
men, who had served in the confederate army, united for purposes
( 2
)
of fun and mischief . • There was entire unanimity among the mem-
hers in regard to the end in view, which was to "be purely amuse-
ment. Much discussion was necessary as to the "best means for
attaining their end.
A temporary organization was effected "by the election of
a chairman and a secretary. Two committees were appointed, one to
select a name, the other to make a draft of a set of rules for the
government of the society, and a ritual for the initiation of new
members. The club then adjourned; a meeting was scheduled for the
(1) Lester and Y/ilson, K.K.K. , 53.
(2) Fleming, Civil war and Recon.., 661.
Lester and Wilson, K.K.K.
, 57
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following week to hear and act upon the reports of these commit-
tees.
Before the next meeting, one of the wealthiest and most
prominent citizens of Pulaski went on a "business trip to Columbus
Mississippi, taking his family 7/1th h%m* He asked one of the
leaders in the new society to take charge of his house during
his aosence. The fortunate member invited his comrades' to join
him there, and so the place of meeting was changed from the law
(1)
office to this private home. This proved to "be a very advan-
tageous move on the part of the society, "because the law office
was not only small, hut it was near the "business portion of the
town, and while they were in session there, they were never free
from the apprehension of interruption.
The members of the committee appointed to select a name
for the society reported at the next meeting that they had had a
difficult task in finding anything appropriate* They said that
they had "been trying to discover a name, to some extent sugges-
tive of the character and objects of the society. The only ohjec
or character which they had decided the organization should stand
for was amusement, so a significant name was rather difficult to
find. The committee presented several names to the consideration
of the members.. Among them was the name HKukloi M from the Greek
word ICuklos, meaning a hand or circle, at mention of this some
one called out: "call it KM Klux."^ "Klan" at once suggested
CD Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 53.
(2) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K.
, 55.
Fleming, Civil War and Recon. , 661.
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itself , and was added. So, instead of adopting a name with a
meaning, as was at first suggested, they chose one which was ab-
solutely meaningless to all concerned. The name KU Klux Klan was
purely an accidental corruption of the GreeK word "KUKlos", a
circle, and had no applicable meaning whatever. As Nicholas Daviji
says in the Alabama testimony, M This fellow Jones up at PulasKl
( 1
)
got up a piece of greeK and originated it (the name). f,v 1
This apparently trivial incident, the accidental naming
of the organization, had a more profound influence on the Klan^
future than any of its members ever imagined. It is almost safe
to assert that had it not possessed such a meaningless name* the
curiosity of the public would woul-d never have been greatly a~
roused, membership would have been smaller, and consequently the
power of the organization would have been less. The name, myster-
ious because so weird and meaningless, excited a great deal of
curiosity. People v/ere not slow to feel there was a weird potency
about the name-, and the members of the Elan were not slow in real-
ising this themselves. Feeling this influence the KLan decided
to modify its entire original plan, so as to maJee everything con-
nected with the order harmonize with the name.- 'The end to be
attained or realized, still remained the 3ame, purely amusement.
But to correspond with the weird name, the method of obtaining
amusement was to be shrouded in secrecy and mystery. The commit-
(1) KU Klux Reports, IX, 783.
(2) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 57.

tee on rules and ritual modified their report to suit these re-
quirements, and a constitution was framed as weird as any one
could desire.
It might "be interesting here to examine the personnel
of the young men who were so assiduously pursuing pleasure. There
( 1
)
were six in the party that first "began to meet. Captain John c.
Lester who had made a fine record as a soldier in the civil war
in the third Tennessee confederate infantry, Major James r. Crowe
a native of Pulaski, who had "been in the "battles of Manassas,
Fort Donelson, Shiloh, Shellon»s Hill, White Farm, Richmond,
Perrysville and others of less Importance. In hi3 later years he
has held high rani in the masonic order. John Kennedy a soldier
in the third Tennessee infantry. Calvin Jones was a son of Judge
Thomas M. Jone3. He had "been adjutant of the thirty second Tenn-
essee infantry. Richard R. Reed had served in the third Tennessee
infantry. Frank 0. McCord was editor of the Pulaski Citizen, and
had "been a private soldier in the confederate service. Two other :
came in at the second or third meeting. Captain J. L. Pearcy,
later of Nashville, and James McCollum. The founders were all of
Scotch-Irish descent, and most of them were Presbyterians. Other
well known memhers of the pulaski den were:- Captain Robert
Mitchell, Captain Thomas McCoy, Dr. M.S. Waters, Dr. James
Bowers, Milton Voorheis, C J?.. Jones, Robert Martin, Dr. C.C.
A"bemathy, I. L. Shappard, Robert Shappard, J.L. Nelson, John
Moore,. P.M. Crawford, Alexander McKis sick, and w.H. Rose. Later
(1) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 21.
Fleming, D.H. u, 362.
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Charles Jones, brother of Calvin Jones, joined. Not only were the
founders of Scotch—Irish descent, hut the membership of the Klan
was largely so* This was hound to he so, since in the territory
covered hy the Klan proper the great majority of the Scotch-Irish
n
)
of the South were located, 1 Returning to the organization of the
Elan, we find the following officers provided for, whose names
are as unusual as the Order 1 3 name. A grand cyclops, or presi-
dent; a grand magi, or vice-president; a grand turK, or marshall;
(2)
a grand exchequer, or treasurer;: and two lictors*. These were
the outer and inner guards of the"den", as the place of meeting
was designated.
In regard to the founding of the pulasKi den, Major
J.R. Crowe says: "Frank 0. McCord was elected grand cyclops, and
James R. Crowe grand turk. A committee composed of Richard R.
Reed, and Calvin Jones was appointed to select a name for the
organization. The greek for circle was chosen. We called it
KuKlos, which was changed to Ku Klux afterward when the name was
proposed to the Circle. John Kennedy suggested that we add anoth
er K, and the order was then called the Ku Klux Klan.
The mysterious lights seen floating about the ruins pre
sented a weird and uncanny appearance, and filled the supersti-
tious with dread of the place, so we were never disturbed, and it
only required a quaint garb and a few mysterious sounds to con-
vince the uninitiated that we were spirits from the other world.
(1) Wilson, K.K.K. , eentury, VI, ^20.
(2) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K.
, 57.
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¥e were quick to catch on to this idea and governed ourselves
accordingly. During our parades, the darkies either hid out,
or remained close in their houses. The origin of the order had
no political significance. It was at first purely social and
for our own amusement. It proved a great "blessing to the entire
South and did what. the state and federal officials could not do-
it "brought order out of chaos, and peace and happiness to our De-
loved South, The order was careful in the admission of members
and I have never known of a "betrayal of the secrets of the order.
I am proud to say that I never Knew of one single act done "by the
(1)
genuine Ku Klux dan that I am ashamed of or do not now endorse."
Attempting to make more intelligible Major J»PU Crowe' 3 descrip-
tion of the Ku KIux'g proceedings, we will first give a descrip-
of the place of meeting. As said "before, the first meeting was
conducted in the law office of Judge Jones; next they were held
in the residence of one of Pulaski's citizens. Neither of these
places offered the seclusion for the rough horse play prescribed
"by the organization. On the top of a hill that runs along the
western outskirts of Pulaski, there stood an old, hut large res-
idence, a relic of early elegance. This building the Elan approp
(2)
riated. The front or main "building was of "brick, the M L M of wood
In December IS65, the "brick portion had "been demolished "by a cy-
clone, and the "L M had "been left standing. It consisted of three
rooms, a stairway led from one of them to a cellar "beneath. No
(1) Fleming, mtrod. to Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 21.
(2) Wilson, K.K.K. , Century VI, M-01.
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other houses stood near. Around these ruins were the limbless
trunks of trees,, torn "by the cyclone and presenting a weird and
ghostly appearance. One can readily appreciate the truth of Majo:
'
Crowe* s statement that mysterious lights seen floating around
such a place on a dark night, would make a cold chill run down th<i
spinal column of even the "bravest. What then must the quakings
of the superstitious have "been? Naturally the place came to he
avoided. It is said that in a short time the thorough-fare past
the house,which was a puolie highway and much traveled "by the col-
ored population, came to he completely avoided. As these myster-
ious lights appeared most frequently ahout midnight, it was per-
fectly natural that the negroes should attribute them to "midnight
prowlers" who worked only at the witching hour of the night,
When one of these "midnight prowiers" was seen, the
apparition was terrible to "behold. Each member of the KZan was
required to provide himself with an outfit, Mr. Fleming says,
that as long as the negro went into spasms of fear at the sight
of a clansman, the usual costume seems to have "been white, "but
after the negro "became aware that there were human "beings- "behind
the rohes, the regalia became only a disguise and less attention
was paid to them. Ordinarily the costume followed these general
lines, hut all sorts of variations crept in, A large loose gown
covered the entire person quite closely "buttoned close around,
and reached from the head clear down to the floor, covered the
feet and dragged on the floor. Often- times these rohes were
(1) Fleming, Civil War and Recon.
,
6714-.
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slashed up the sides for greater convenience in running. v '
Quite commonly the material used was "bleached linen, starched
and ironed,which rattled and glistened in the moonlight. It is
said Toy some that no particular color or material was prescribed.
This was left for the individual to decide, and he selected what
he thought most hideous and awe-inspiring. Consequently the
gowns varied in color from white to the most flashy colors, (and
even the "Dolly Varden" patterned calicos of today^ ^ ). sometimes
a hood, sometimes a tall hat was worn. In case of the former,
holes were cut out in the material for the eyes, and lapped with
red tape, eye "brows were made of the same material. A nose six
or eight inches long was made of cloth and stuffed with cotton..
A long tongue made of red flannel extended out a"bout six inches,
and was so fixed that it could be moved about "by the inan^ own
tongue. In the mouth were horrible , large teeth. They seem to
have "been quills, and when the "breath was exhaled thru them, they
made a peculiar sort of noise. Under the tongue a leather "bag
wa3 sometimes placed so that when the apparition called for water
he could pour it inside the "bag while he was apparently drinking
it.^ In this manner a most unnatural amount of water could "be
apparently drunK.
(1) Garner, Recon. in Miss., 339»
(2) Fleming, D.H. , I,
(3) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. ., 58.
See Ills, of gowns Lester and Wilson, K.K.K.
, 96, 58.
(ij-) Tourgee, a Fool»s Errand, ij-20.
(5) Fleming, D.H.
,
II, 36^.
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The hood itself had three horns, stuffed with cotton
and wrapped with red strings, sometimes in place of a hood a
( l
)
tall fantastic cardboard hat was worn.^ ' it was so constructed
that it increased greatly the wearer's height. With it a white
maslc was worn.
A clansman when seen out in the open usually rode on
horse "back. The horses were covered with sheets held on "by the
saddle and "belts. Oftentimes a disguise fitted the horse's head,
and on it was painted a horrible caricature.. Skeletons of sheep* <i
and cow's heads, or even human skulls, were frequently carried on
(2)
the saddle how. The horses feet were often muffled. some in-
genious members,, to increase the ridiculousness of the disguise,
made a frame-work as much as ten feet high to fit their shoulders,
It was very common for these ghostly figures to carry
a skeleton hand at the end of a long stick, and to extend this to
greet way-farers at midnight. It is really small wonder that the
following description should appear in one of the local papers:
"White men on white horses have lately "been seen sailing thru the
air at midnight. If negroes attempt to run away from the K.K.K's
these spirits always follow them, and catch them, and no living
man hears from them again. The leader of this new order is said
to he perfectly terrible. He is ten feet high, and his horse is
fifteen. He carries a lance and a shield like those of Goliath
(1) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 58.
(2) Rhodes, Hist, of U.S.., VI, 181.
Fleming, Civil war and Recon.
, 676.
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of the Philistines."^ *'
To add to the general wonder and to awaKen inquiry,
each member carried a small whistle with which, by means of a
code of signals agreed upon, they held communication with one
another.
^
2 ^
To complete this costume, the members of the PulaKsi
den wore tiny metal badges.
The portability of all this disguise was a matter of
no small importance.. It could easily he folded and pushed into
'3
)
one side of the ordinary saddle "bags in use in that country/
Clansmen could ride along the roads in open day,, or at night on
their way to the den, in their ordinary garb and attract no at-
tention.
The amusement furnished the Klan "by such proceedings
must have "been great, to warrant such efforts to devise the unique
.
By means of their initiation ceremony much of their fun was fur-
nished. The members of the Klan were mostly unemployed young men.
debarred for a time from a normal social life, and they were aole
to spend nearly all of their time devising methods to amuse them-
selves. Their combined efforts produced a ritual said to "have
"been very elaborate. The secrets of this early ritual were never
printed or written, "but v/ere communicated orally. captain
(1) Fleming, D.H. , II , 365.
(2) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 59.
(3) Tourgee, A Fool's Errand, M-22*
('4) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , H-8.
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Lester says it was modeled along the lines, and embraced the
leading features of secret organizations in college and universi-
ty societies.
^
In connection with the ritual it should first "be noted
that the obligations to secrecy were most important. The candi-
date had to pledge himself not to disclose that he was a clansman
( 2
)
or give the nameof any other member,
c
Ke was also forbidden to
solicit anyone to become a member. This seems to be an unusual
requirement, but the order had a two fold reason for such a de-
mand. In the first place it wished to appear as mysterious as
possible, and in the second place it wished to prevent any un-
pleasantness following the initiation of any one not appreciating
the torn-foolery he was subjected to, as a good joke. The KLan
wished to "be able to say, "You are here on your own solicitation,
and not by invitation from us.
"
v
-^
'Many suDterfuges were resorted
to,. to secure members without direct solicitation, For example,
a member would say to a desirable candidate, that he was going to
Join the Klan.. The curiosity of the outsider was usually aroused
and he would want to join also. The member would say he thought
he 3cnew hov; to get in,, and they would plan to meet at such an
hour, on such a night. Strict investigation as to the character
of the candidate was always required, and no one under eighteen
was admitted. For further restrictions on membership see the
(1; Lester and Wilson, K.K.K., 60.
(2) Prescript of K.K.K. , Art. VIII, 12.
(3) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 58.

prescript of the Klan.
To continue witha further description of the activities
of the Pulaski den, when a meeting for initiation was held the
order of proceedure was as follows:- One lictor was stationed
near the old ruins of the house, known as the den, the other
lictor fifty yards from it cn the road leading into town, arrayed
in fantastic disguise and "bearing tremendous spears as the badge
of their office* The first lictor halted and questioned the can-
didates. If they said they wished to become clansmen,, and the in-
vestigation committee had reported favorab] y, the lictor blew the
signal for the second lictor, stationed near the house, to come
and take charge of the novices. The candidates were then blind-
folded and led to the "den". As a preliminary step the candidate
was led around the rooms- and down the cellar, in order to bewild-
er him. How and then a chair and other obstacles were placed in
(2)
his path to add to his discomfort. After some of this sport he
was led before the grand cyclops who in the most solemn of voices
aslced him numerous questions, some serious, and some ridiculous
to the last degree. Sometimes a wrong answer to a serious ques-
tion would result in the rejection of the candidate. If the an-
swers were satisfactory, a second demand of secrecy was required,
then the grand cyclops ordered: "Place him before the royal alter
( 3
)
and adorn his head with the regal crown," The "royal alter"
(1) prescript of K.K.K.
,
Art., IX, 13.
(2) Lester and Wilson K.K.K. , 63.
(j) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K.
, 63-6^.
Wilson K.K.K.
,
Century VI., 296.
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proved to "be a large looking glass, and the "regal crown" was a
huge hat bedecked with two enormous donkey ears. The candidte
was then directed to repeat the following:
"0 wad some power the giftie gie us
To see oursel»s as ithers see us."
As the last word was finished the bandage was let fall from the
initiate !s eyes, and he stood "blinking before his ludicrous image
in the mirror. At this point the Klan indulged in uproarious
mirth, much to the increased discomfiture of the newly initiated..
Locking around he saw himself surrounded by men in such disguises
that he could recognize none of them. Nothing but horse-play and
torn-foolery followed.
It is easy to see why secrecy was required. Once the
truth was out, the fun would have been spoiled. The general be-
lief prevailed outside the order that there was a purpose behind
all the ceremonies and frolic.^ Many Joined the order convinced
that it had a serious object, others saw the possibilities in it,
and Joined in order to make use of it. For these reasons, in its
early history, careful examination of the candidates character
was required. Imprudent men who could not be relied upon to
keep their obligation, were excluded. Those addicted to the use
of intoxicants were excluded. General Forrest in his testimony
says: " My information was that they admitted no man who was not
a gentleman, and a man who could be relied upon to act discreetly
;
not men who were in the habit of drinking, boisterous men, or men
(1) Fleming, civil War and Recon. , 662.
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llatole to commit error or wrong.
'
Naturally some undesirable candidates applied. These
were dealt with in a manner emphatic enough to cure them of the
desire to "know more concerning the organization.
The KLan's later history naturally grew out of the
measures and methods which characterized this period, so through
out the remainder of the complicated history try to Keep in mind
that the originators had no idea that it would spread. They
( 2 )
thought it would, "have its little day and die." 1 ' "It lived;
it grew to vast proportions."
(1) KU Klux Report, XIII, 22.
(2) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 67
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CHAPTER III.
The Early Growth of the Klan.
First Per iod, June 1866-April I867.
The mysterious order, the Ku Klux Klan, about which
there was so much secrecy, naturally greatly excited the curiosi-
ty of the Pulaski townsmen. If society had "been in its normal
state, it is easy to imagine, that possibly only slight atten-
tion would have "been paid to the order.. As it was the stagnation
of the period afforded little to amuse the general public and the
unusual proceedings, coupled with the strange name of the Ku Klux
Klan received more than passing attention.
The interest of even the most curious can fag, and after
six weeks or less, from the date of organization,, the curiosity
( l )in Pulaski had passed its climax and was "beginning to wane/ '
By this time most of the eligible material in the town had "been
used up,, and had not something happened to stimulate interest
anew, the Klan would pro"ba"bly have died a natural death then and
there. The local newspapers had, however, paid a great deal of
attention to the activities of the Klan. Ku Klux operations were
capable of "being written up in a startling manner, and the news-
paper men of that time were in no wise different from the present
day newspaper men. The curiosity of the young men in the surrounc
ing country "became inflamed "by the newspaper notices and they "be-
gan to come in and apply for admission to the Klan. The rather
(1; Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 68.
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green country "boy afforded good material to practice Ku Klux
buffonery on, consequently some of them were taken in.. In a
short time the membership- in the country, grey/ to such an extent
that permission to establish other dens was applied for.
Members from the Pulaski den often went away to other
towns and spread the Klan idea. It was of such a nature that the
young people heartily fell in with the project, so the ELan spread.
Provision had not been made for the extension of the Klan. The
original clansmen thought it would have its day and die> so
nothing in the constitution provided for the Klan's growth..
When requests for permission to extablish other dens
in the surrounding towns came in, the one strict injunction laid
on these new dens was, to maintain the secrecy and mystery of
the organization, and to be careful of the character of the men
admitted/ ' It was not always possible for a country den to
carry out the exact proceedings of the Pulaski den in detail,
hence many modifications were allowed to creep in.
Through this extension policy, the Pulaski den soon lost
direct control over the new dens. The bonds joining them togethei
were too loose. Only by a tacit agreement the Pulaski den was
regarded as the source of power and authority. " The grand
cyclops of this den was virtually the ruler of the order, but as
he had no method of communicating with subjects or subordinates,
(1) Lester and V/ilson K.K.K. , 69.
(2) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. ,69.
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and no way in which to enforce his mandates, his authority was
more fancy than fact.'^ 1 ^
This loose organization made no material difference to
the Klan.. No serious motive was "behind all the buffonery, con-
sequently rigid rules and close supervision were not required. It
is reported that independent Klans were even flourishing. Ryland
Randolph a very active member of the Klan, told of a company in
Tuscaloosa, Alabama, that was an altogether independent organ-
ization. It was a local affair and had no connection with any
general Klan.
The applicant for admission to the Klan was usually
influenced by the prevailing idea, that the Klan had a deep motive
and contemplated serious worK of some description* This idea
really aided the growth of the society.. Many serious minded men
would not have gone into it merely for the social element.. It
was suppoed that behind all the ridiculous ceremony and the
frolic there was a deep purpose. When one was admitted to mem-
bership curiosity on this point was still not gratified. There
was not a word in the ritual or ceremony that would warrant a con-
clusion pro or con. It was hard to believe that the grotesque
dress, unusual titles and strict secrecy did not mean more than
sport, consequently the attitude of many of the members continued
( 2
)
to be that of expecting great developments. 1
(1) Fleming, civil War and Recon.., 625..
Lester and Wilson,K.K.K.
, 70.
(2) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 72.
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The impression produced upon the public "by the myster-
ious Klan was still less satisfactory than the impressions of
members.. When meetings were first held in the old house on the
outskirts of the city, passersby usually surveyed the lie tors,
stationed outside of the house, with a great deal of curiosity.
Occasionally a passerby would ask: "Who are you?" The invariable
answer, given in tones not conducive to a very comfortable feeling
was: WA spirit from the other world. I was killed at Chiclcamau-
ga. M ( 1} Wonderful stories came in from the country. For example,
a colored man tells of his encounter with a mysterious midnight
rider, in which the robed figure took off his head and gave it to
the negro to hold. With all sincerity the negro would say, "He
( 2
)
done it,, suah "boss. T seed him do it. * y
The stories, many times repeated, were enlarged, till
the feeling of the negroes and of many of the white people, at
mention of the KU Klux was one of awe and terror. The realization
that the order was spreading, added greater terror. Reports of
the Pan's appearance at distant places came in, until the super-
stitious felt they were "being encompassed "by an uncanny net of
some kind. It was actually noticed that the colored people
ceased to travel "by night, as much as usual, where ever the Ku
Klux appeared.. In many ways there was a noticeable improvement
in the habits of a large class who had hitherto been causing
great annoyance. In this way the Klan gradually realized that
(1) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K.
, 73.
(2) Wilson, K.K.K. , Century,. 71, *K)7.
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the most powerful devices ever contracted for controlling the
ignorant and superstitious were in their hands."' 1 ^ The uncertain
activities of the Klan gradually "became centralized, and it
needed "but a few short months until the Ku Klux Klan hacE formed a
definite political purpose.
(1) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 68.
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CHAPTER IV.
Transformation.
The political condition at the South in 1867 has "been
described in Chapter one, consequently it need only "be referred
to here. Opposition to the carpet-hag governments was at its
height. The union or Loyal Leagues were very active, and the
democrats saw the necessity of talcing radical action against
them. The members of the Ku Klux Elan had "begun to realize that
they had an unusual power over the superstitious hiacks , through
their mysterious organization, consequently it was natural that
the Klan should develop from a purely social organization into a
political weapon.. The clansmen realized that the measure^,and
methods employed for sport might he effectually used to subserve
the public welfare,. At a hint that the Ku Klux Klan was"riding"
in the neighborhood nearly every black would retire to his cabin,
consequently the power which the organization wielded over the
race was soon realized.^ The question was decided without for-
mal action, and the Ku Klux passed from a social organization int
( 2
)
a "band of regulators. The very force of circumstances had
carried the Klan away from its original purpose. It grew less
and less an ohscure organization and more and more a "band of
regulators, using mystery, disguise and secrecy to terrify the
"blacks into good "behavior, and to protect property and preserve
(1) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 75.
Fleming, D.H.
,
II, 372.
iZ) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 76.
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peace and order. Ryland Randolph says of their worK; "It origin-
ated with returned soldiers for the purpose of punishing those
negroes who had "become notoriously and offensively insolent to
white people, and, in some cases, to chastise those white sKinned
men who, at that particular time, showed a disposition to affili-
ate socially with negroes. The impression sought to "be made upon
these latter was that these white-robed iiiglit prowlers were the
ghost3 of the Confederate dead who had arisen from their graves
in order to wreak vengeance on an undesirable class of "both white
and olacK men." But perhaps the most potent of all causes which
"brought aoout this transformation of the Klan into a hand of reg-
ulators were the loyal Leagues. The activities of these leagues
were mentioned in chapter one. The Klan attempted to counteract
their objects and acts, and to punish crime where the laws failed
to administer justice,& ^carl Schurz says: "As there are many
diseases which it is impossible to cure by medicines, there are
(2.
many social disorders which it is very difficult to cure by laws."
In place of laws the Ku KLux stepped In and by its worK the law-
less class assumed better habits of behavior,, the negroes made
more progress in lessons of self restraint and industry, and the
"Union Leagues" relaxed their desperate severity, and became more
(3)
moderate..
CD Fleming, D.H. , II, 331.
( 2) Rhodes, U,S.., VI.
(3) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 81.

It was dangerous "business developing an organization a-
long such radical lines. As long as the KLan was controllable,
the danger was slight, "but internal management was not sufficient
to warrant such development. The limits of action had only "been
tacitly agreed to. Rash and imprudent men had gotten into the
order, consequently discretion of action could not "be relied upon.
Had it "been possible to do so, e>ome of the leaders would have dis-
banded the orderJ 1 * But this could not well be done on account
of the loose and imperfect organization. The satisfactory course
was to organize the Klan on a plan corresponding to its size and
new purposes; "To bind the isoled dens together; to secure unity
of purpose and concert of action; to hedge the member up by such
limitations and regulations as were best adapted to restrain them
within proper limits; to distribute the authority among prudent
men at local centers, and exact from them a close supervision of
those under their charge. 1^ 2 ^
With the above object in view the grand cyclops of the
Pulaski den sent out a request to all dens of which he had Know-
ledge, to appoint delegates to meet in a convention at Nashville,
( ^
)
Tennessee,, in the early sumner of 1867. The convention was held
as appointed, delegates being present from nearly all the southerr
( U-)
states.. A plan of reorganization was submitted and adopted. y
(1) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 83.
(2) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K, , 8^.
(3) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K, , 8^.
Fleming, civil War and Recon. , 620.
(li) Lester and Wilson, K.K,K.
, 85.
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After the "business was transacted the Klan adjourned without
having attracted any attention.
The extent of the Klan at this time was greater than
one would expect. There were dens in practically all the south-
ern states, and some said that the society even extended into
Illinois and Pennsylvania. At the convention the territory coverec
(1
)
"by the Klan was given the name of the "Invisible Empire." This
was in turn divided into "realms" corresponding with the "boundar-
ies of the states; the "realms" were divided into "dominions"
corresponding to congressional districts; the "dominions" into
"provinces", coterminous with counties; and the "provinces" into
"dens." f z)
Officers were assigned to each of these departments, and
except in the case of supreme authority, the duties of each office
were minutely specified. These officers were: the grand wizard of
the Invisible Empire and his ten genii. The powers of the grand
f i
)
wizard were almost autocratic.
*
? When a question of paramount
importance to the interest or prosperity of the Klan arose, he
had power to determine such a question, and his decision was final
The grand dragon of the Realm and his eight hydra were
next in authority; followed "by the grand titan of the dominion
and his six furies, the grand cyclops of the den, and his two
night hawKs, a grand monk, grand scribe, grand exchequer, grand
turK, grand sentinel, and the private members called ghouls.
(1) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 85.
(2) Prescript of K.K.K. , Act III, 2.
(3) Prescript of K.K.K. , Art. IV, 2-3.

But for one source of weatoiess, the Klan was now one
of the most perfectly organized orders that ever existed, se-
crecy was at first its strength, "but this same secrecy afterward
(1
)
became its weakness.' As long as mystery was conjoined v;ith it,
it made secrecy a strength.. But the negro lost most of his
fear for the masked supernatural, "beings,, and then the mysterious
element was dropped, the masks and fantastic costumes serving
merely to conceal the identity of the individuals, who were thus
ahle to make the Klan an instrument of private malice and revenge
and in a few cases of individual greed,^-^ The most important worl
of the Nashville convention was to make a positive and emphatic
statement of the principles of the order. In the preamble to the
prescript it is definitely stated: "We recognize our relations to
the United states government and acknowledge the supremacy of
( 3
)
its laws. ,,w ' This might almost "be said to amount to taking an
oath to support the constitution of the United states.
In the prescript the order is given no name. At first
it was simply designated by two *f*-/^ later "by three-*- ^)
The duty of the grand exchequer was to look after the
revenue of the organization/ ' The revenue came from the follow-
(11) Tourgee, A Fool's Errand, M-30.
(2) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 86.
(3) Prescript, K.K.K., Preamble, 2.
m-) prescript, Cover,
(5) Revised and Amended Prescript, Cover,.
(6) Prescript, K.X.K. , Sec. VIII.
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ing sources: (1) sale of the prescript to dens at ten dollars a
copy, of which the treasurers of the provinces, dominions and
realms each received two dollars; (2) a tax levied "by each divi-
sion on the next lower one, amounting to 10$ of the revenue of
the subordinate division; (3) A special tax, unlimited in amounl
might he levied in a similar manner, when absolutely necessary.
C4-) The dens raised money by initiation fees, fines, and a poll
tax levied when the grand cyclops saw fit.- 1 ^
A tribunal of Justice consisted of a grand council of
Yahoos for the trial of all elected officers, and was composed of
those of equal ranK with the accused, presided over by one of the
next higher ranlc. For the trial of the ghouls, and non-elective
officers, the grand council of centaurs presided, which consisted
( 2 )
of six ghouls, appointed by the grand cyclops.
Every division made quarterly reports to the next higher
headquarters.
The prescript contained further an article on the obli-
gations of members, one on admission, one on the banner, an ar-
ticle on amendments, one on "interdiction," and it closed with
eight edicts. The "interdiction" contained a register of their
f -z\
codes by which they communicated their secret orders. 1 D * The
eight edicts were a miscellaneous collection of orders.' ^-
(1) prescript, K.K.K.., Art. VI, 11.
(2) Prescript, K.K.K. , Art. VI, 10.
(3) Prescript, K.K.K. , Art. XII, IK
V\) Prescript, K.K.K., Art. XII, lH-l?
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sometime during the year 1S68 this prescript was amendec
and presented in the form of the "Revised and Amended Prescript
of KU Klux Klan." One of the fundamental differences "between the
two prescripts was that the revised edition defined and set forth
the peculiar objects of the order, as follows:-
(1) " To protect the weak, the innocent1, and the defenseless, fron
the indignities, wrongs and outrages of the lawless, the violent
and the "brutal; to relieve the Injured and the oppressed; to
succor the suffering and especially the widows and orphans of the
Confederate soldiers.
(2) "To protect and defend the constitution of the United states
and all laws passed in conformity thereto, and to protect the
states and people thereof from all invasion from any source what-
ever.
(3) "To aid and assist in the execution of all constitutional laws
and to proxect the people from unlawful seizure, and from trial
except "by their peers in conformity to the laws of the land**' 1 ^
The revised prescript is eight pages longer than the other; the
name of the order as already mentioned is longer; the second
throws much more light on the character and oojects of the order;:
the register is also changed,.
This "brief outline of the worfcs of the Nashville conven-
tion shows that, while it was devising measures for protection to
life and property, and for the resistance of lawlessness and
oppression, it was anxious to control the Klan itself, and to
keep within what the members conceived to "be safe limits.
(1) Revised and Amended prescript, K.K.K., 3.
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The reorganization made no material change in the methods
or the Elan's operations; some slight modifications were made,
and a few new features added* Mystery, secrecy, and a grotesque-
ness were still adhered to, hut publicity was now sought as much
as it had heretofore "been avoided.
It was the character of the Klan that changed with the
reorganization. General N.B. Forrest, grand wizard of the Klan,
said, "It 13 a protective, political, military organization.
Its objects originally were protection against Loyal leagues and
the Grand Army of the Republic; hut after it became general it
was found that political matters and interests could best he pro-
moted within it, and it was then made a political organization,
giving its support, of course to the democratic party.
Quoting from Mr* Fleming we may say that the Ku Klux
was, "One of those secret organizations which spring up in dis-
ordered states of society, when the "bonds of law and government
are all but dissolved, and when no confidence is felt in the regu
lar administration of justice."
Since it was the policy of the Klan to appear in public,
an order was issued by the grand dragon of the realm of Tennessee
to the grand giants of the province for a general parade in the
( 3
'
capital town of each province on the night of July fourth, I867.
To describe this parade will give an idea of what toolc place at
(1) Ku Klux Reports, XIII, 33.
(2) Fleming, D.H. , II, 336.
(3) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 91«

similar affairs in other towns.
On the morning of July fourth, 1867, the sidewalks in
Pulaski were thickly strewn with slips of paper on which was
printed: "The Ku Klux will parade the streets tonight." These
notices were posted in every public place, and even posted on
the "backs of hogs and cow3 running loose in the streets. These
proclamations caused a great deal of excitement. The people im-
agined their curiosity concerning the Klan was at last going to
"be gratified.
After dark, the clansmen from country and town met at
the designated points near the four main roads leading into pulas
ki. Here they disguised themselves and their horses with the usu
al uniform. A skyrocket sent up from some point in the tovm was
the signal to mount and move. The different companies met,
and passed each other on the public square, in perfect silence.
The discipline was perfect and not a word was spoken. Necessary
orders were given "by means of the whistles. By skillful maneu-
vering in opposite directions the lines were kept up in almost
unbroken continuity. The effect was to create the impression of
vast numbers. This marching and counter marching was kept up
for about two hours,, and then the Klan departed as noiselessly
(2)
as it came.
Curiosity was not satisfied at all.. The townspeople
had expected to find out who of the young men of Pulaski would be
(1) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 93~9^.
(2) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 9%.
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with the ku Klux Klan. Nearly all of them were observed to "be
freely mingling with the curious spectators, the parade being com-
posed of members from the country and the surrounding towns. '"^
A great illusion prevailed in regard to the number par-
ticipating in the parade. Men, supposedly level-headed, estimated
the number not less than three thousand. Some imaginative beings
placed the number as high as ten thousand; when in truth not more
f o)
than four hundred participated in it. v 1
At this time the Klan really had an extensive influence.
General Forrest estimated the number of clansmen in Tennessee at
forty thousand, and in the entire south at five hundred fifty
( 7 )thousand. v ^ ' This was, however, merely an estimate. The extent
of the Klan comprised, "Nearly all prominent men, exconfederates
in all the southern states were connected in some way with the
Klan."^)
The method of work employed by this extensive organiza-
tion was mainly playing upon the fears of superstitious negroes
and others. The policy of the Klan was to deter men from wrong
doing, and it was only very rarely that it undertook punishment..
Ryland Randolph said: "We had regular meetings about once a week,
at which the conduct of certain offensive characters would be dis-
cussed, and if the majority voted to punish such it would be ac-
(1) Lester and Wilson, K.K.X.
, 9^
(2) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K.
, 95.
(3) Fleming, D.H. , II, 3^2.
Lester and Wilson, K.K.K.
, 25.

cordingiy done on certain described nights. Some times it was
deemed necessary only to post notices of warnings which, in some
cases,were sufficient to alarm the victims sufficiently to en-
(1)duce them to reform their "behavior.
'
A Ku Klux order or warning is a very interesting docu-
ment. Specimens can he found in appendix IV of Lester and Wilson's
Ku Klux Klan. These warnings were served on men hy "being left at
their doors, or sent to them in some secret way. The general
appearance of an order was made more awe-inspiring "by "being deco-
rated with coffins, knives, skulls and crosshones,. owls and often
a train of cars labelled, K.K.K. Part of the order v/as written ir.
cypher, the rest had little meaning. Usually it was a conglomera-
tion of awful sounding words and phrases. The cypher was used to
fix dates and convey other information to members. There were
thirty one adjectives in the register,, one for each day of the
month, the first twelve for the morning hours, the last twelve for
the evening hours, and the seven in the middle for the days of
( 2)the week.
It is an established fact that there were a number of
organizations similar to the KU Klux Klan. This Klan had the
most striking name, however, and so Ku Klux Klan came to be ap-
plied to the whole movement. The "Knights of the White camelia"
"pale Paces , "White Brotherhood, ""Jayhawkers," "Black-horse cav-
(1) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 99.
(2 ) Lester and Wilson K.K-.K. , >t-l.
(3) Fleming, D.H. , II, 3UO.
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alry," "Men of Justice" and "White Caps" were names of orders
often heard of at this time. A great deal is heard concerning th<
"Knights of the WhiteCamelia. " This society was especially well
organized in the DlacK oelt where the Ku Klux only touched the
(1
)
outskirts.
Naturally a strong sentiment regarding the Klan pre-
vailed throughout the country. The general trend of sentiment caj :,
"best he seen "by the opinions of prominent men of the time.
Senator Sherman, inclined to moderation in statement,
said that the Ku Klux was, "a disciplined hand, armed, equipped,,
disguised, mainly composed of soldiers of the rebel army."^ 2 '
Henry Wilson said, "put down the Ku Klux organizations
which are the legitimate descendents of the old legalized patrol
syatem that once existed in the south, now carried on without
law. Crimes are committed under it that are shocking and appall-
ing. " (3)
In general, to defend themselves, the democrats said
that the reports of the outrages were exaggerated, and that "be-
lief in them rested largely on hearsay evidence, while the re-
publicans maintained that half was not told*'*^
E.L. Godwin said, "Worse instructors for men emerging
from slavery and coming for the first time face to face with the
(1) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K-, 2h.
(2) Rhodes, U.S.. VI, 31%*
(3) Rhodes, U.S., VI, 31*.
(H-; Rhodes, U.S., vi
,
3111.
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proolems of free life than the radical agitators who have under-
taken the political guidance of the "blades it would "be hard to
meet with."
•
1
'
The disordered conditions gave slight promise of im-
proving very rapidly.. When men, on any excuse however plausible,
take the administration of justice away from the proper tribunals,
and take it into their own hands, state government,, in its real
sense, ceases to exist.
(1) nation,. XII,, 292.

CHAPTER V.
Decline and Political significance to I869.
After the reorganization of the Klan at Nashville, in
the early summer of I867, it seemed as though the organization
had "been placed in the right position for accompli siting only
good worK. Thru the restraint of a closer organization, it was
hoped that the worlc could he directed and controlled hy its lead-
ers, who professed their motives to he only good. These expecta-
tions, however, were not destined to he fulfilled.. Gradually
official supervision grew less rigid; memhership in the Klan in-
creased and among the new members were some had men who were not
(1)
to he controlled.
It seems to he the nature and vice of all secret socie-
ties of regulators to degenerate. There are many historical il-
lustrations of conclaves that have accomplished much through theii
methods, hut in the end came to their downfall through the very
means they employed in attaining their ends, for example the
"Carbonari" in Italy, and the 'Illumines" in France.
The devices hy which the Klan deceived outsiders en-
abled all who were so disposed, even its own members,, to prac-
tice deception on the Klan. In the winter and spring of I867
and 1868 many things were done hy memhers or professed clansmen,
which were universally condemned.
(
2 ) some of these acts, which
(1) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 100.
(2) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 100.
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were nothing less than outrages, gave the enemies of the organi-
zation a splendid opportunity to petition for state intervention.
Two extreme positions may "be taken in regard to the
work of the Ku Klux Klan. On the one hand it is asserted that
the real Ku Klux Klan committed no outrages; on the other hand
it is maintained that it was responsible for all the depredations
committed "by masked and disguised men, during the years 1865 to
1871. Some truth exists in each statement, possibly the middle
ground is the safe position to take.
Unspeakable outrages were committed, , as the thirteen
volumes of the Ku Klux reports show. Whipping, robbing, threat-
enings of all Kinds, house burning, shooting and tortuting were
( 1
)
every day occurrences. The manner in which the witnesses
allude to these things give some idea as to their frequency.
Hundreds of witnesses speak of murder with a crelessness that
could only be acquired thru familiarity with the deed. Many
reports are given, of persons sleeping in the woods for six
months at a time, under apprehension of visits from these- mid-
night raiders. ^ 2 ^
Much trouble arose from intervention in elections. In
many instances the Ku Klux Klan was used as a disguise to secure
(1) KU Klux Reports, XIII, 919-920.
(2) Ku Klux Reports, I, 35.
Ku Klux Reports, XII,. 786.
Ku Klux Reports, IX,
,
912.
Ku Klux Reports, V, 14.78.

votes for the democratic party. Very strong feeling prevailed
against the republican element, generally in control throughout
the south.. This element was composed, to a great extent, of car-
pet-Daggers and freedmen. As mentioned in chapter one "both of
these factions were held in great contempt "by the democrats. The
northerners represented "by the carpet- naggers, were taking part
in the government, in nearly every case, for very selfish motives..
They were not usually southern property owners and tax payers, i 1 '
Their "business was, to a great extent, to excite the freedmen
against their former masters. In order to keep the majority of
offices from "being filled "by these two elements, the democrats
tried in many cases to intimidate the freedman vote.. Witnesses
told of a great many freedmen who were republicans and desirous
of voting the republican ticket, who were lay violence, fraud and
intimidation, compelled to vote the democratic ticket. The
following is a sample of a coercive statement wrung from a voter,
and published in the "Spartan 1} a democratic newspaper. "Mr. Edi-
tor:- I desire to make this puhlic announcement of my withdrawal
from all affiliation with the republican party, with which I have
heretofore acted. I am prompted to take this step from the con-
viction that the policy of said party, is encouraging fraud, "brib-
ery and excessive taxation, is calculated to ruin the country;
and that I did not vote at the least election "because I enter-
(1) Dunning, Recon. , ,190
(2 j Fleming, D.H. , II, 370.

tained my present opinion of the republicans and nave been so for
the last twelve months..
Respectfully,
Samuel F. White.
This case of Sam White may he taken as a sample of many similar
ones given in the Ku Klux Reports. The question is, are all
these actions to "be placed at the door of the Ku Klux Klan?
To evilly disposed men,membership in the Klan was an inducement
to wrong-doing, consequently deeds of violence were done "by men
who were klansmen, "but who, while acting under the cover of their
connection with the Klan, were not under its orders.
(
2
^ But "be-
cause these men were members of the Klan, it had to "bear the "brunt
of their wrong doing. That the Klan committed many depredations
seems to "be further verified "by the fact, that many of the Ku
Klux warnings which have "been preserved, are of a distinctly
threatening tone. ^ One warning was supposed to "be sufficient
to cause the erring to mend their ways. If still obstinate,
punishment, as threatened, was inflicted. ( Conoxious men were
taken at night from their houses "by masked men and whipped; if
they would not agree to desist from their work or leave the coun-
try, they were sometimes murdered. (5) Negro schoolhouses and
(1) Ku Klux Report, I, 31..
(2.» Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 10H-.
(3) Fleming, civil War and Re con.., 653..
Lester and Wilson, K.K.K.
, 197.
(k) Fleming, Civil War and Recon.
,
678.
(5) Ku Klux Reports.

churches were burned.
Turning to the other side of the question, the following
statement made by Ryland Randolph, one of the most prominent
clansmen, leads one to "believe the Klan committed no very serious
depredations.. Describing the work of the den to which he belongec
Randolph says, "We had reguler meetings ahout once a week, at whic
the conduct of certain offensive characters would "be discussed and
if the majority voted to punish such, it would "be done accordingly
on certain prescribed nights, sometimes it was deemed necessary
only to post" notices of warning, which, in some cases,. were suffi-
cient to alarm the victims and to induce them to reform their
"behavior. To the "best of my recollections our company consisted
of about sixty members.. As soon as our object was effected, viz;
got the negroes to behave themselves, we disbanded."^ 1 '' He also
says,. "At this late day (1901) I am gratified to be able to say
that my company did much good service to Tuscaloosa county. Had
these organizations confined their operations to their legitimate
object, viz; punishing impudent negroes and negro-loving whites,
then their performances would have effected only good. Unfortun-
ately the Klan began to degenerate into a vile means of wreaking
revenge for personal dislikes or personal animosities, and in
this way many outrages were perpetrated ultimately resulting in
casting so much well-deserved odium on the whole concern that
about the year 1870 there was almost a universal collapse; all the
good and brave men abandoning it in disgust. Many outrages were
(1) Fleming, civil v/ar and Recon. , 678.
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committed in the name of Ku Klux that really were done "by irre-
(1
)
sponsible parties who never "belonged to the Klan. ,,v ' Although
Mr. Randolph speaks of his own particular den,, the leaders of
other dens take a similar stand which shows that among the "best
men, the motives were not low. General John B. Gordon, head of
the Klan in Georgia,, said the order was purely for self protec-
tion, an organization for police purposes,. a peace police, which
Kept the peace, prevented riots, and restrained the passionate
whites as well as the violent blacks. ^ 2 j
Evidence can "be gathered on "both sides. Whether the
order was justly or unjustly charged as "being responsible for
all the disorder, is an open question. The clansmen had no way
to disprove or refute the charges, "because the acts were commit te
under disguises which they had themselves invented.
The question might "be fairly asked, why did not the
clansmen disband and close operations* if they were "being unjust-
ly accused? One member says they did not, "because they felt that
(3)there was now more reason than ever for the Klan's existence.
Matters steadily grew from bad to worse. At last in-
tervention on the part of the state legislatures "became a necess-
ity. In September, 1868, the legislature of Tennessee, in obedi-
ence to the call of Governor Brownlow, assembled in an extra
session, and passed a most stringent act known a3 the anti KU
(1) Lester and Wilson K.K.K., 10M-.
(2) Ku Klux Reports, IV, 304-.
(3) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 112.

Klux statute. (-^ Most of the carpet-hag and negro legislatures
or the other southern states passed similar laws. ( 2 >
In order to enforce Governor Brownlow»s statute, he
was authorized, if necessary, to declare martial law. in the in-
fected counties and to call out the state troops. This merely
increased disorder. In some sections of the state members of
the Ku Klux Klan were almost in the attitude of men fighting for
life and liberty. It resulted in the undoing of congressional
reconstruction,, and a return, as near as might "be, to ante-helium
conditions. The troops which the governor had at command were
to "be Known as the Tennessee state guards, were composed of one
or more regiments from each congressional district of the state;
provided always that said Tennessee state guards were composed of
(5)loyal men.
The provision in regard to martial law stated, that
upon the representation of "ten union men, or three justices of
the peace in any county in the state," that the presence of these
troops was needed, the governor might declare martial law in such
( 6 j
counties in which they were quartered. v
The general severity and harshness of this particular
(1) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K., 113.
(2) Burgess, Reconstruction and Const.., 253.
(3 ) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 114--123.
(M-j Fleming, Civil War ana Recon.
, 653,
(5; Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 123.
(6; Lester and Wilson K.K.K. , 12*f.

statute is shown "by the following provisions:
(1) The anti Ku Klux statute was ex post facto, as expressly
declared "by section twenty four.
(2) It presented no way in which a man could relieve himself from
liability (except "by turning informer, and as an inducement to
do this, compensations were offered.
(3; It encouraged strife, "by making every inhabitant of the state
an officer extraordinary with power "to arrest without process"
when he had ground to suspect.
(K) It must he remembered that "to "be loyal" at that day in
Tennessee,, meant simply to he a subservient tool and supporter
of Governor Brownlow..
(5)2To attempt was ever made to arrest men except in Ku Klux dis-
guises, no matter if the individual appeared armed and molested
peaceable and quiet citizens. No case has been found on record
of a clansman, being arrested, tried and convicted,/ 1 ' invariably
the party arrested, posing as a clansman, turned out to be, when
undisguised, a "loyal" man.
On February twentieth, 1869, Governor Brownlow resigned
his position as governor to talce a seat in the United states
senate. The last paper to which he rlaced his signature, pro-
claimed martial law in certain counties, and ordered troops sent
there.
'
2 )
What right did the states have to take individual actio:
i
(1) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 125.
(2) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 128.

in regard to this matter? Charles Sumner says, "If each state
is left to determine the protection of equal rights, then will
protection vary according to the state, and equal rights will
prevail only according to the accident or local law*. There will
he as many equalities as states. Therefore, in ooedience to
reason, as well as solemn mandate, is this a power of the nation
(1) Sumner, V/orlcs, 280.

CHA.PTER VI.
DlsDandment and Federal Intervention..
Governor Brownlow 1 s last proclamation was followed
on the first of March, IS69 by an order from the "Grand Wizard
of the Invisible Empire" to his subjects, citing the legislation
directed against the Klan, and stating that the order had now, in
a large measure, accomplished the objects of its existence , and
that henceforth the organization' Known as the Ku Klux Klan was
f 1
)
dissolved and disbanded. v It will be recalled that grand wizard
had been invested by a clause in the prescript, with the power to
determine questions of paramount importance to the interests of
the order, consequently to issue this order was not to overstep
his authority.. This proclamation terminated the Klan*s organized
existence. But it can not be said that it terminated the Klan's
existence. The organization was widely scattered, and the facili-
ties for communucating the grand wizard's order were poor, conse-
quently it is reasonabley certain that there were portions of the
empire never reached by the order. Newspapers were forbidden by
orders of the prand wizard, from publishing anything emanating
from the Klan,, so there was no very good way of generally dis-
seminating the order for disbandment.
The grand wizard also directed that all regalia of
every description, belonging to the Klan should be burned, and
(1) Lester and Wilson, K.K.K. , 128-129.
Ku Klux Reports, I, 7.
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that there should "be no more meetings or acts as clansmen. v '
For several years after March, 1S69* the newspapers
reported and commented on acts which they called "Ku Klux out-
rages.'1. It may "be that in some cases the perpetrators were mem-
bers of the ku Klux society, "but the outrages can not. rightfully
"be charged to an order that had formally disbanded.. The amount
of "blame to he charged against their influence is another ques-
tion. Their influence -doubtlessly was the prime element of
trouble.
The lawless element of society still continued to make
use of the organization, as a cloalc to cover their misdeeds. Com
parltively few people lcnew that the order was really disbanded,
consequently much if not all of the hl3.me for misdeeds, was placed
at the door of the Klan, when it might more properly, have been
charged simply to its influence.
Investigation into the nature and extent of these out-
rages was begun "by the Federal government in 1870, Tt was resolve
in the senate of the United States (the house of representatives
concurring), that a joint committee consisting of seven senators
and fourteen representatives, he appointed to inquire into the
condition of the late insurrectionary states, so far as regarded
(1) Lester and v/iison, K.K.K. , 129.
Tn the copy of the revised and amended prescript, ovmed "by
Columbia Un. library, is hound a letter in which is mentioned
this order of destruction. See Lester and Wilson, K.K.K.
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th e execution of the laws,, and the safety of the lives and prop-
erty of the citizens of the United states, with leave to report,
at any time during the next' or any subsequent session of congress,
the results of their investigations to either or to "both houses
of congress, with such recommendations as they might deem expedi-
ent. It was further ordered that said committee he authorized to
employ clerks and stenographers to sit during the recess,, to send
for persons and papers, to administer oaths and take testimony,
and to visit at their discretion,, thru sub-committees any portion
of said states during the recess of congress.. The expense of said
committee v/as to he paid out of the contingent fund of the senate
„
upon vouchers approved "by the chairman of said committee.^ ' The
committee was organized April twentieth,, 1871 , and on May seven-
teenth, it met in Washington; on the nineteenth of May, a sub-com-
mittec of eight was appointed, to proceed at once with the inves-
tigation, with authority to take testimony wherever they deemed
advisable, which testimony was to he reported at a meeting of the
f 2)full committee on September twentieth. The reports of these
committees are not wholly candid and satisfactory. The final re-
sults of their lahor were published in the thirteen bullcy volumes,
containing a great mass of testimony, much of which is true hut
not particularly important;- some that is important if true; some
that, Is both true and important,, and some neither Important nor
true.
The proceedings and debates that followed the presenta-
(1) Ku Klux Reports, I, 1, Rhodes, U.S.. VI, 320.
(2j Ku Klux Reports. I. 2. I
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tion of these reports of congress, allowed that, whatever other
courses were assigned for disorders in the late insurrectionary
states, the executidn of the laws*, and the security of life and
property were alleged to he most seriously threatened "by the ex-
istence and acts of organized "bands of armed and disguised men,
Known as Ku KUax. Great difficulty was experienced in admin-
istering justice in these cases.. The crimes were committed at
night, and "by disguised men, consequently identification was very
difficult,. The culprits were often released after trial, "because
the terror inspired "by their acts, as well as public sentiment
in their favor, in many localities paralyzed the civil power.:* -
v/Mle the committee investigation ?/as going on president
Grant was taking the matter up. Tn a special message to the forty
second congress he said, tt A condition of affairs now exists in
some of the states of the Union, rendering life and property in-
secure, and the carrying of mails and the collection of the reven-
ue dangerous. The proof that such a condition of affairs exists
in some localities is now "before the senate, ( thru the report of
a special committee) That the power to correct these evils is
"beyond the control of the state authorities I do not douht;: that
the power of the executive of the United States acting within the
limits of existing laws, is sufficient for present emergencies is
not clear. Therefore, I urgently recommend such legislation as
in the judgement of Congress shall effectually secure life, liberty
(1) Ku Klux "Reports, I, 2.
(2) Ku Klux Reports ,1,3
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and property and the enforcement of the law in all parts of the
United states,"^ 1 '
As soon as the national military power was withdrawn,
and the new state governments assumed full responsibility, the
tension "between the races "became violent. Meanwhile the fifteent
amendment specially forbidding either the United States or any
state to deny or abridge the right of citizens of the United
States to vote "on account of race, color or previous condition
of servitude;1 received the necessary ratifications, and was pro-
claimed in effect on March thirtieth, 1870.. The Union Leagues
on the one hand, and the alleged Ku Klux Klans on the the other,
furnished secret and terrorizing elements to the conflict "between
the two races. Tn so far as this disorder was caused "by unlaw-
ful interference with the colored voters,, it was the duty of the
national authority to correct it.
The result was the enforcement act of May thirty first
1870. ' This act extended national authority into a field hither-
to left to the states, consequently it aroused serious opposi-
tion among the moderate republicans „ who questioned its consti-
tutionality.. The practical purpose of the act was to give to
the United states courts jurisdiction for the maintenance of the
civil and political equality, which the adverse sentiments of the
(1) . Dunning, Recon.,. 182.
IfcPherson, Hist, of Recon.
,
.5115.
(2) U.S. Statutes at Large, XVI, 1M-0.
Fleming, D.H.
,
II, 102,
Burgess, Recon. and Const., 262.
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southern whites prevented the state courts from properly main-
taining.
The radicals in congress followed up the path they had
started on. .By an act of Februart twenty eighth, 1871, a rigor-
ous system of federal supervision over congressional elections was
( 1 )
established. The effect of these two act3 just mentioned, com- 1
monly referred to as the force acts, seemed to "be rather an in-
crease than a decrease in the disorders of the south. The anarchic
conditions which prevailed in some parts of North Carolina formed
just grounds for the passage of another law called the Ku Klux
C 2)
act. The activity of the alleged Ku Klux Klan had "been merci-
less,, and the republican state government had "been unable to main-
tain order. The new law instituted a rigorous preventive system
through the federal election laws.. Every polling place, in any
election for congressmen, might be manned by officials appointed
by the federal courts, with extensive powers for detection of
fraud, and with authority to employ federal troops to repress
violence. On April twentieth, 1871 this Ku Klux Act was passed.
The number of convictions obtained under the Ku Klux Act was not
large, but thru the policy instituted the whites at last met
(1) Dunning, Recon, 1-86.
United Statutes at Large, XVI, H-33.
(2) Sen. Exec. Docs., M-l Cong..,. 3 Sess. , No. 16, pt. II.
Dunning,Re con.., 187.
Fleming, D.H.
,
II, 112.
(3) Fleming, D.H. , II, 123.
U.S. Statutes at Large, XVII., 13.
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with a marked checfc: in their movement toward the resumption of
control. The hands of the national judiciary were strengthened
for dealing witfti secret conspiracies-, and the president was given
the right to suspend the writ of habeas corpus, and to suppress
the disturbances by military force . It was a more drastic law
than the foregoing 3fprce acts,, and at last the activities desig-
nated as the Ku Klux movement were silenced..
Mr. Sumner in a speech before the house concluded with
the very just observation that if President Grant "had bestowed
on the state of the south one half the zeal, will, personal at-
tention, personal effort and personal intercession which he be-
stowed on his attempt to obtain half an island in the Caribbean
( 1)
sea, the southern Ku Klux would have existed in name only."
Hardly a class of people in the entire south but what felt, in
some way, the effects of this organization. Mr. D.H. Chamberlain
attorney general and later governor of South Carolina said, "I
thinx the class who have suffered most from Ku Klux outrages have
been all bad office-holders. I thinK that the grounds of the Ku
Klux movement were political.. But I think it has been greatly
(2)
aggravated by the misconduct of the republican party."
It has been but a short time, one generation, from the
civil war to the present day. Has the KLan completely died out
in that time, or do remnants of it still persist? it is almost
(1) Nation XII, ?09.
(2) Fleming, D.H.., II, 37^.
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certain from occasional mention we hear of Mpale Faces" and
"White Caps" that the spirit of the organization still lives.
It might almost "be taken for granted that, should the occasion
again demand, designing politicians would have little trcabbie in 1
reviving the order..
To summarize briefly the results of this Ku Klux move-
ment we can settle some points definitely, others remain vague,
and for each individual to settle in his own mind- Was it neces-
sary for the clansmen to cause so much terror and suffering to
gain their point? Was the Ku Klux movement necessary? The
question might safely "be looked upon in this light; at this par-
ticular period no other plan of resistance would have served so
well, for when "the lion»s skin's too shorty it is almost neces-
sary to say "now for the fox»3. n Was it successful? The whites
gained their point to such an extent that in the writer 1 a esti-
mate, we are safe in saying no open revolt ever succeeded more
completely. Was it justifiable? The answer might he yes or no.
If we were sure the motives of all the clansmen were of the high-
est the question could he answered "by "yes", otherwise the an-
swer must he "no". The movement demonstrated that national law
is powerless as against the public sentiment of any community,
and may safely he defied by anyone who acts in accord with that
sentiment.
This thesis may fittingly be concluded in the words of
MT. Wilson in an article on the Ku Klux Klan. "This lived, so
died, this' strange order. Its birth was an accident, its growth
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was a comedy, its death was a tragedy. It owed its existence to
the anomalous condition of social and civil affairs in the south
during- the years immediately succeeding the unfortunate contest
in which so many "brave men in "blue and gray fell, martyrs to
their convictions. There never was "before or since, a period of
( 1
)
our history when such an order could have lived."
(1) Wilson, K.K. Conspiracy, Century VI, mo
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